DOLL

This doll is dressed in a pinafore with embroidery exactly matching pattern for child's pinafore No. 524 in sizes 2, 4 and 6. The clothes may be made of gingham, percale, muslin or of scraps of any fine material. Use an old sock for socks and oilcloth, material or felt for shoes. The doll is to be made of tan, peach or flesh cotton material such as broadcloth, percale or plain gingham. Use cotton batting, kapok or a similar material for stuffing; six strand cotton for embroidering pinafore and features and woolen yarn for hair.

YARDAGES: (Use material that is 36 inches wide). DOLL: 1/2 yard; embroidery thread; rug cotton or heavy yarn (knitting worsted) for hair; 1/4 yard narrow ribbon for hair; stuffing material. PINAFORE: 1/4 yard. PANTIES AND PETTICOAT: 3 8 yard. SHOES AND SOCKS: An old pair of socks for socks and small scrap of felt, oilcloth or material for shoes; snaps for fastenings and round elastic; two buttons.

STAMPING DIRECTIONS: Pattern pieces for doll and embroidery on pinafore are the only pieces to be stamped, all others are to be used as you would use a tissue pattern. Cut away from pattern what is not to be used. Lay the material on an ironing board or other padded surface and place pattern pieces, printed side down, on correct material. Pin pieces securely in place. Press over pattern with a moderately hot iron after having tested its heat on the trial motif.

CUTTING PIECES: Outer lines are cutting lines, or fold lines; inner lines indicate seams and hems. When cutting duplicate pieces of doll use the stamped pieces as you would a tissue pattern. Cut pieces as directed on each pattern piece. When using felt for shoes cut away seam allowance.

MAKING DOLL: Work mouth in satin stitch; nose in two tiny stitches and outline stitch before doll is joined. Eyes are to be done in satin and outline stitch after doll is stuffed; cheeks may be colored with pink wax crayon. Face ear piece and attach to side of head on lines. Sew all darts on body pieces as indicated. The body of doll is formed by three pieces; match parts of ears on long middle piece with rest of ears on the two sides of body pieces. Seam all pieces
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Tape pieces together matching the word "BET"
FOLD

CUT ONE WAISTBAND 5 1/2" x 24" - CUT ONE SKIRT 5 1/2" x 9 1/2"

GATHER

CUT 2 STRAP PIECES 1/2" x 7"

BIB

CUT PETTICOAT SKIRT 1 3/8" x 20" - CUT BAND 9 3/2"

GATHER
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